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We now have a recent geological feature within our subdivision. It is a natural phenomena
but one that has given us quite a shock. Which of the following statements best describes
your attitude towards the lava field, now that you have lived near it for two years plus? (You
can check more than one box.)
92 responses
It should be left undisturbed. It is
a…

42 (45.7%)
14 (15.2%)

Owners of lava-covered lots
should be e…

30 (32.6%)
8 (8.7%)

I would like to see tourism on the
lava…

11 (12%)
5 (5.4%)

If none of the above statements
reflect…

15 (16.3%)
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Please explain any "Other" response marked above:
29 responses

Somewhere between the Krst two choices. We don’t need to hire people to manage property that does not
belong to us. But your attempt at scaring us about dirt bikes and disrespectful activities is BS too. The people
who own the property should decide how it is handled.
In my opinion, the government should condemn Leilani Estates and give the homeowners what their house
and properties are worth. My hubby and I lost 2 houses and 2 properties in this lava Sow.
Property owners of each property should have the loudest voices in how to handle what they own. Maybe the
only Voice.
And the contract for the tour company depends on its accepting liability for injuries and LCA is held harmless.
Plus a provision that the LCA can vote to terminate any contract with a tour company that disrespects
property owners, their property, or the privilege of peaceful assembly.
All lava impacted parcels (directly or nearby) should be part of a State/FEMA buyout process and removed
from development for a long period of time (e.g., 100 yrs). Any residents with homes in a kipuka should have
an option of the buyout or staying with a State cost share for road access to their properties.
I think it's a beautifully scenic natural wonder of our neighborhood. Although I'd like this volcanic landscape

Are you in favor of re-claiming/opening the side roads within the LCA subdivision that were
covered by lava?
92 responses

Yes
15.2%

No
Maybe
Not at LCA expense
Only the road to the kipuka of homes…

39.1%

Only to service residences as explain…
Only Kahukai east where houses are…
31.5%

Are you talking about opening up ever…
1/2

Please explain any "Other" response marked above:
16 responses

If a home owner or group of homeowners is willing to pay the bills they should be allowed to do so. There
should be some oversight that sets a basic standard for what Is considered a road. (Two lanes. Maybe there
is some sort of standard set by the county?)
Only the road to the kipuka of homes on Kahukai
An inexpensive road/trail should be built to allow access to homes in the kapuka,
Opening side roads would inevitably lead to a development rush that would ruin to landscape, increase
tourism and crime, and likely provide little or no beneKt to those who lost their properties.
I would like to see homeowners that have homes still standing but blocked to be opened at least with a
grubbed lava road and to use grant money and/or low interest SBA loan to pay for it.
Leilani to Kahukai only.
We are not in favor of any type of tourism

How affected will you be by the re-opening of LCA’s lava covered side roads?
91 responses

Very affected, as road construction wil…
Affected, as I live within sight or earshot
Not directly affected but do have an o…
Not directly affected and have no opini…

30.8%

Not at all affected and have no opinion
if you open the road to my land that w…
17.6%

Not affected if it’s only to the kipuka o…
A mix of several above. We own curre…

24.2%
1/2

Please explain any "Other" response marked above:
11 responses

my land is inaccessible unless a road is opened
A mix of several above. We own currently undeveloped lots on North Luana and currently live a bit further
from the 2018 lava.
Although I'm about a mile away from the lava Kelds, I support the homeowners who would be negatively
affected by the volcanic dust, disturbance, and potential criminal activities of people accessing the lava
Kelds. And I think all members of the community would be affected by the increased tra^c, which will
certainly include trespassers, squatters, thieves, illegal hikers, and and joy riders.
Not directly affected, but uninterested in having to pay increased dues if that is required to re-open the roads
both 1 and 2
If thetevis a possiblity of reconnecting yo Pohoiki road, I'm open to that prospect
Much heavier tra^c but so what won't last forever

To what level of finish would you expect for reclaimed roadways?
92 responses

Finished and paved to pre-eruption co…
Scraped to pre-eruption level (street le…
Grubbing (road created over the lava)…
Don’t open

31.5%

Achieving original grade would not be…
Don’t open roafd
None
30.4%

8.7%

Condemn the whole area.
1/4

Please explain any "Other" response marked above:
19 responses

None means none
Achieving original grade would not be possible in many places. But unpaved is okay. Original width.
Don’t open roads
graded but no need to match old grade level.
Except for lower end of Kahukai St, roadways covered with lava hroughout the subdivision should be left as
is.
Although I'm opposed to building roads into the lava Kelds, if the community supports opening one or more
roads, they should be paved to avoid the particulate pollution problems associated with unpaved roads
through lava Kelds.
Grubbing with the intent to improve if and when people on the street desire improvements as they "settle"
back on the land.

Should the newly opened road be gated?
92 responses

Yes
No
Don’t open
No need for gate if Leilani Is condemn…

45.7%

I am not sure what or where is the ne…
I'd leave that up to the directly-affecte…
optional to owners of the land in that a…
33.7%

If a road is opened it needs to have a…
1/3

Please explain any "Other" response marked above:
11 responses

Don’t open
Extra money for gate will not be needed if Leilani is condemned.
I am not in favor of opening a new road except for lower Kahukai for residents to access their homes. They
should decide and pay for any gate.
It's quite possible that the increased tra^c by outsiders would ultimately lead to the decision to gate these
roads, which would lead to long-term management costs for the entire community. This would be avoided by
protecting the lava landscape now.
optional to area owners.
Only need one gate at division of two sections on Leilani. A survey was conducted that had a majority of
owners wanting LCA gated. Unfortunately the survey was done after the council meeting disaster.
It depends upon the road

If yes to gate, who would be granted access to this portion of the newly opened road?
92 responses

Land owners beyond the gate
All land owners on said street

16.3%

All LCA members
Public access (as all LCA roads)
No
No gates

34.8%
23.9%

No gate.
None
1/3

Please explain any "Other" response marked above:
12 responses

If Leilani is condemned there will be no need for gate.
n/a
I don't support opening roads to tourists.
Gate on Leilani, land owners, camera and rolling code so can't be given or stolen by outsiders.
... how may the roads legally be gated? Need more information
The way this question is worded is to say there is going to be a gate. No gate is needed everybody is
controlled enough. Put the roads in and stop trying to control the people on them.
If you open a road, you open it to all.
we said no to gate but it's making me answer this question
Again against all roads being reopened but if they were it should be gated to that particular res. Only.

How would entry onto gated roads be managed?
92 responses

Key/combination lock provided to me…
Electronic key pad w/ card access
22.8%

Security Guard
Unlocked and simply closed
Always open, with the ability to be clo…
No gates
16.3%

Don’t open
No gate

31.5%

1/3

Please explain any "Other" response marked above:
15 responses

seems elitist
I don't support road building into the lava Kelds. Unfortunately, the unpredicted unintended negative
consequences (as well as the obvious predictable consequences) of road-building onto the lava Kelds may
end up costing the entire community in both money and a reduced quality of life.
See above.......
Gate on Leilani, camera and rolling codes for each land owner to enter LCA
However, I need more information about the overall issue
Again you are giving no choice but to put a gate in which is not needed, it would not be managed controlled
stop already
No gates
we said no to gate but it's making me answer this question

Who will be responsible for managing undesirable behavior of persons using roads to access
open lava fields?
92 responses

LCA
Residents of newly opened road
Residents of entire street
Neighborhood Watch
26.1%

Police
No one
20.7%

This will not be needed if the subdivisi…
Law Enforcement

12%
1/4

Please explain any "Other" response marked above:
20 responses

No one
Why put money into this subdivision, when the lava could come again.
It should be the responsibility of police. Residents/neighborhood watch shouldn’t be put in harms way.
Residents should stay safe at a distance and call the police
Who is responsible for paved roads? The LCA and residents
As a prospective new resident we were warned about how arbitrary some of the Association residents can be
- live and let live and leave policing to the police.
Same as all properties on the Big Island. Black lava is not unique to LE, it exists everywhere on the island.
Tourism problems are over.
Undesirable behavior on the lava Kelds is both likely and one of multiple reasons I don't support developing
the lava Kelds. Although we might require the residents of the newly opened road take management

Who would be responsible to fund the gate of said road?
92 responses

LCA
Land Owners requesting road access

22.8%

County grant funds
No one
No gates
This should not be happening.

35.9%

19.6%

No Gate.
did not select yes to a gate, so this an…
1/3

Please explain any "Other" response marked above:
10 responses

No one
Roads managed are not needed if the subdivision is condemned.
I didn't move to Hawaii to live in a gated community. If you did, please move elsewhere. There are plenty of
gated communities on the Kona side.
LCA will pay for this one gate and electronic security.
If public access County Government needs to fund since Leilani Avenue is under their jurisdiction.
... with participation by LCA and its members as needed and approved by same. Consideration given to the
function of the re-opened road with gate, and who would beneKt. Priority given to emergency access, tra^c
Sow equalization, and tourist trespassing prevention.
If you truly going to keep pushing for a gate then it needs to be for the entire community. Not just part of it
stop when the gate already

Who should be responsible for funding the opening of the requested road?
92 responses

LCA
Land Owners requesting access
LCA seeking outside funding
No one
Sounds like another way for LCA to rai…

45.7%

If possible use grant funds etc
LCA and access requesters
28.3%

Grants
1/3

Please explain any "Other" response marked above:
12 responses

No one
Some land owners do not want fee increases especially in this time of Covid 19.
From county or State
need more details from those who favor this request
Land owners pay fees to both the State and LCA for various services and the landowner purchased their
property with paved road access to the boundaries of their lot, so if they are still allowed to use the parcel
(see previous responses regarding a buyout), then that access should be restored to at least the functionality
(maybe a graded gravel road, versus paved) of the previous access.
The county approved this subdivision. The county should stand behind that decision that allowed homes to
be built on land with the potential to have volcanic activity.
Not every street is feasible economically or practically

How do you feel the opening of lava covered roads will affect tourism?
92 responses

Increase
23.9%

Decrease
No change
No one
To much, as we are not suppose to be…
If there’s a gate on Kahukai, it shouldn…
Probably just undesirable activities
Gating will not permit tourism

57.6%
1/2

Please explain any "Other" response marked above:
10 responses

No one
No visitors
Probably make it easier for squatters to try and move onto lava
Tourism has no effect on the LCA articles of incorporation. People were and are being sold a community with
roads to the property they are purchasing.
This is a private community. Stop this tour crap now.
Roads open avenues to public access
None
The road maintained by the county should be open if it goes through as it was before the fact that there are
private roads in the Leilani well there are signs that say private road

Please provide benefits, as you see them, to opening the side roads.
92 responses

None
Access to property
None.
No beneKts
Don’t open
Residents wanting to return
I do not think weNeed to open the side roads
None to me. But if i owned property on one I would want to return. (Assuming it is safe, and cool.)
none

Please provide drawbacks, as you see them, to opening the side roads.
92 responses

None
Squatters,
none
Don’t open
Intruders and the damage they cause
Very costly
Dusty dirt road affects larger area.
Tourism, squatters, illegal structures
The eruption happening again.

Please use this space to record any thoughts that have not been previously covered in this poll.
92 responses

None
Bod doing a good job
none
The poll is one sided who did this stupid poll
Not affected by the decision as we now live on the mainland. We have no plans to ever return to LE
Improving the roads will beneKt Leilani
LCA should pay for nothing at this point.
This is a complex issue that has a lot of moving parts.
I do Knd it hard to block someone from access if they want to pay the bills.
Don’t open the roads

